Laser-subcycle control of sequential double-ionization dynamics of helium
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We present measured momentum distributions on the double ionization of helium with intense, near-circularly-polarized few-cycle laser pulses with a known carrier-envelope offset phase (CEP). The capability of obtaining CEP-resolved momentum distributions enables us to observe signatures of the various combinations of laser-half-cycle two-electron emissions. By comparison to semiclassical trajectory simulations, we succeed in assigning the corresponding structures in the measured distributions to certain two-electron emission dynamics. Based on this possibility, we demonstrate that the sequential double-ionization dynamics can be sensitively controlled with the pulse duration and the laser peak intensity. For the shortest pulse durations and not too high intensities we find that the two electrons are dominantly emitted with a delay of roughly a laser half cycle. For a just slightly increased intensity we find evidence that at least one of the two electrons is surprisingly likely emitted in between the peaks of the laser field oscillations rather than at the field maxima. The simulations reproduce the signatures of these kinds of two-electron emissions overall relatively well.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Electron correlation is of fundamental importance in physics, chemistry, and biology. For example, it is central for the formation of molecular structure, acts as a driving force behind chemical reactions, determines the (dynamical) behavior of solid-state materials, and also plays an essential role in biological processes such as radiation damage or light harvesting. One of the most fundamental benchmark processes that is used in both experiments and theory for the investigation of dynamical electron-electron correlation effects is the removal of both electrons from the strongly correlated ground state of the helium atom. A variety of schemes such as charged-particle impact [1–6], single-photon absorption [7–10], and multiphoton processes [11–13] have been used to explore electron correlation in the initial and/or the final state during double ionization of helium.

The effects of electron correlation in double ionization are ultimately determined by the relative timing of the two ionization steps. This can be illustrated for helium by considering the process of ground-state relaxation after the first ionization step, i.e., the transformation from a screened helium atom with two indistinguishable electrons that both share the total binding energy of 79 eV equally (39.5 eV each), into an unscreened He⁺ with a binding energy of 54.4 eV. In this process the relaxation of the wave function after the first ionization step leads to a fast loss of correlation between the two electrons. A well-known example for the loss of electron correlation due to this relaxation process is shake-off (SO) double ionization [14,15]. A fast removal of one electron due to, e.g., the absorption of an x-ray photon [8,10] or the capture of an electron during collision with a proton [5] causes a collapse of the wave function of the remaining electron.

The projection of this wave function onto the new eigenstates shows that a small portion of the probability density is in the continuum, i.e., the probability for the emission of the second electron is nonzero. As time passes, the wave function relaxes and its overlap with the continuum and therewith the SO double-ionization rate gradually decreases. With increasing delay between the two ionization steps the correlation between the two electrons thus decays. To investigate this decay of electron correlation the two electrons need to be removed within the very short relaxation time of the ground state. This can be done by, e.g., impact ionization with relativistic highly charged ions or high-energy photons, where the double ionization can take place on subatomic units of time (<20 as). However, as these methods lack a timing reference, tracing the ionization dynamics with them is impossible and timing information can only be extracted indirectly by fitting a model to the measured spectra [2,5].

A timing reference in the attosecond domain is provided by the oscillations of strong laser fields [16]. Experiments on double ionization of helium with linearly polarized near-infrared strong laser fields in the intensity regime of nonsequential double ionization (NSDI) [17,18] have shown very distinct signatures of electron correlation [11,12]. In NSDI, similar to charged-particle collisional ionization [2,5], the double ionization is triggered by the field-driven impact of the first electron, which is strictly linked to the laser field oscillations and happens at certain well-defined instants within the laser cycle. Therefore, although in these experiments the laser field can serve as an attosecond timing reference, the delay between the two ionization events cannot be controlled externally. As a result, tracing the decay of correlation is again restricted to indirect methods.

Here we report on experiments that overcome this restriction by using close-to-circularly-polarized strong laser fields for which NSDI in helium is suppressed [19,20] and the two electrons are released by field ionization only. In this scheme, the relative timing between the two emission steps...
can be controlled by the duration and peak intensity of the laser pulse: While for long pulses the second electron can be emitted with a considerable delay [19], uninfluenced by the first ionization event, i.e., in an uncorrelated manner, we will show that for pulses with sub-two-cycle durations the emission dynamics of the two electrons is squeezed into laser-subcycle intervals. We obtain experimental access to this fast emission dynamics by applying the concept of angular streaking introduced by Maharjan et al. [21], now also known as the attoclock technique [22–26]. As we will show, attosecond timing information on the emission of the two electrons can be extracted from measured distributions of their sum momentum vector when it is referenced against the rotation of the laser polarization vector of the near-circularly-polarized laser pulses. This necessitates knowledge of the electric-field evolution of the laser pulses, which we obtained by measuring their carrier-envelope phase (CEP) in single-shot mode using a phase-meter device [27,28].

The capability of obtaining CEP-resolved momentum distributions enables us to observe the signatures of the various combinations of laser-half-cycle two-electron emissions. Guided by semiclassical simulations, we find that the various features in the measured CEP-resolved momentum distributions can in most cases be unambiguously assigned to a certain double-ionization dynamics with a specific delay between the two emission steps. Based on this possibility, we demonstrate that the sequential double-ionization dynamics can be sensitively controlled with the pulse duration and the laser peak intensity and that the delay between the two-electron emission steps can be tuned. For the shortest pulse durations (1.8 laser cycles) and not too high intensities \( \approx 6 \times 10^{15} \text{ W/cm}^2 \) we find that the two electrons are dominantly emitted with a laser-subcycle delay between the two emission steps. For a just slightly increased intensity we find evidence that at least one of the two electrons is surprisingly likely emitted in between the peaks of the laser field oscillations rather than at the field maxima. The reason for this is yet to be identified. The signatures corresponding to these two effects are somewhat underestimated by a semiclassical model [29] that has recently been shown to yield good agreement with experimental data on the multiple ionization of neon by elliptically polarized multicycle laser pulses.

II. EXPERIMENTS

In our experiments we have used the cold target recoil ion momentum spectroscopy (COLTRIMS) technique [30,31] to measure the momentum vectors of ions originating from the interaction of intense laser pulses with helium atoms. The laser pulses in our experiments had durations ranging from 4.5 to 10 fs [full width at half maximum (FWHM) of intensity] and were generated by spectral broadening of 25-fs laser pulses from a home-built Ti:sapphire laser amplifier system (5-kHz repetition rate) in a gas capillary filled with several atmospheres of neon and subsequent temporal recompression with chirped mirrors and a pair of fused silica wedges. The wedge pair was also used to positively or negatively stretch the pulses up to 10 fs by increasing or decreasing the amount of glass in the beam path. The center wavelength of the pulses was 750 nm.

The laser beam was focused in an ultrahigh vacuum (UHV) chamber (base pressure \( 10^{-10} \text{ mbar} \)) onto a supersonic gas jet of helium (precooled to 140 K) using a spherical silver mirror \((f = 60 \text{ mm})\). Along the propagation direction of the laser beam (coordinate \( y \)) the gas jet (propagating along \( x \)) was cut by adjustable razor blades to about 20 \( \mu \text{m} \), much shorter than the Rayleigh length of the laser beam \((\approx 200 \mu \text{m})\). By this and by placing the focus of the laser beam slightly before the narrow jet smearing of the CEP due to the Gouy phase shift was avoided. Ionic fragments resulting from the interaction of the laser pulses with the helium jet were accelerated over 45 cm (along \( z \)) by a weak electric field (10 V/cm) onto a multihit capable time- and position-sensitive detector. The three-dimensional momenta of the ions were calculated from their impact positions on the detector and their time of flight, which for \( \text{He}^{2+} \) was about 4.3 \( \mu \text{s} \).

The laser peak intensity was calibrated with an estimated precision of 15% to the laser power using the ion momentum distributions of \( \text{He}^+ \) measured well below the saturation intensity [32,33]. The laser peak intensity was adjusted via the such determined linear dependence on the laser power using pellicle beam splitters in transmission to reflect off an adjustable amount of laser power. A near-circular polarization state of the laser pulses was obtained using an ultrabroadband waveplate (Bernhard Halle Nachfolger GmbH). Despite the large bandwidth of our pulses, we reached circularities up to 95%, defined as the ratio of the electric-field strength perpendicular and parallel to the main axis of the polarization ellipse \( E_\perp/E_\parallel \). This ratio and the direction of the axes of the polarization ellipse were measured outside the vacuum chamber using a broadband polarizer and \textit{in situ} using ion momentum distributions in the laser polarization plane for laser intensities well below the \( \text{He}^+ \) saturation intensity. Both methods gave good agreement.

The experiments were performed in the so-called CEP-tagging mode [34,35], in which the laser pulse is split into two portions. A small portion is directed into a phase-meter device working with xenon gas [27,28] and the bigger portion is used in the COLTRIMS apparatus. From the asymmetry of above-threshold ionization (ATI) electron spectra measured along two opposite directions the CEP of the pulse [27,28] and its duration [36] were determined and monitored for each and every laser shot. In this scheme, the CEP value of the pulse in the phase meter is offset from the one in the COLTRIMS UHV chamber by a constant value. Calibration of this offset was performed by comparison to simulations, as described below. Further technical details can be found in [35,37–39].

III. ANGULAR MAPPING OF SEQUENTIAL DOUBLE IONIZATION

Measured momentum distributions of \( \text{He}^{2+} \) (integrated over all CEP values) in the laser polarization plane \( z \) are shown in Figs. 1(a)–1(d) for four different pulse durations (FWHM) in between 4.5 and 10 fs and a constant peak intensity of \( 7 \times 10^{15} \text{ W/cm}^2 \). Removing both electrons from helium with (near-)circularly-polarized laser pulses necessitates a considerable peak intensity. Due to this necessity, the benchmark system of helium is a challenging choice for experimentally investigating the process of sequential double ionization (SDI).
FIG. 1. (a)–(d) Measured He$^{2+}$ momentum distributions in the polarization plane of near-circularly-polarized laser pulses (ellipticity $E_{⊥}/E_{∥} = 0.95$) with a peak intensity of $7 \times 10^{15}$ W/cm$^2$ and a FWHM pulse duration of (a) 10 fs, (b) 7.5 fs, (c) 5.8 fs, and (d) 4.5 fs. The distributions have been integrated over all values of the CEP and over the third momentum coordinate. The insets show the corresponding He$^+$ momentum distributions. (e) Plot of $|E(t)|^2$ of the pulse from (a) with a CEP of 0 but with an ellipticity of 0.9 to enhance the visibility of the laser field oscillations (gray line). The corresponding ionization rates of the first and second emission steps as given by tunneling theory [40] are shown by red and blue lines, respectively. (f) Visualization of how the vectorial sum momentum of the two emitted electrons leads to the formation of the different structures in the measured spectra (rings and segments). The small and large closed circles represent electrons and ions, respectively. Three situations, denoted by A, B, and C, are shown. Black and gray arrows denote the momentum vectors of the ions and electrons, respectively. See the text for details.

Owing to the high peak intensity, we detected background originating from He$^{3+}$, which has the same mass over charge ratio as He$^{2+}$. For the highest peak intensities the background rate was about 500 Hz out of 3000 Hz in total. The background was measured separately and subtracted from the final data. In the momentum distributions for He$^{2+}$ the background is located around $p_x = 0$ a.u. and $p_z = -2.5$ a.u. with a Gaussian shape of width 11 a.u. (FWHM).

Figures 1(a)–1(d) show that, in contrast to the saturated momentum distributions of singly ionized helium (insets), the He$^{3+}$ momentum distributions drastically change with pulse duration. The distributions measured with the two longest pulses, stretched to 10 and 7.5 fs, respectively, look relatively similar and qualitatively resemble those obtained previously for argon and neon with pulses around 30 and 7 fs, the shortest duration used so far in such experiments [21,24,25,29]. We have checked by simulations (described below) that the overall shape of the CEP-integrated distributions is similar for bandwidth-limited and chirped pulses within the parameter range used in the experiments. However, such chirp can influence the relative intensities of fine structures contained in the distributions [41] (see the discussion below). The origin of the double-segment ring structure contained in the momentum distributions in Figs. 1(a) and 1(b) is well understood and is due to the different possible combinations of the vectorial sum momentum of the two sequentially emitted electrons [21,24,42]. Depending on their emission times $t_i$, the two electrons ($i = 1, 2$) may be emitted into different directions and gain different momenta in the laser field. Neglecting the influence of the ion’s Coulomb potential, the electrons’ momenta gained in the laser field are given by the laser vector potential at their release times, i.e., $\vec{p}_i = -\vec{A}(t_i)$, where $\vec{A}(t) = -\int_{-\infty}^{t} E(t') dt'$, with $E(t)$ the laser electric field. Thus, the structures in the He$^{2+}$ momentum distribution reflect the distributions of the release times of the two electrons.

Figures 1(e) and 1(f) visualize this explanation for a 10-fs pulse. The absolute value of the laser electric field $|\vec{E}(t)|$ exhibits small oscillations that are due to the unavoidable imperfect circular polarization state of broadband laser pulses and that peak along the main axis of the polarization ellipse.
Because of the strong nonlinear dependence of the ionization rate on the field strength [40,43,44] [blue and red curves in Fig. 1(e)], the two electrons are dominantly emitted along the main axis of the polarization ellipse (∥) every laser half cycle and their final momenta point perpendicular to this axis (∥) [45]. Depending on whether the delay between the first and second emission is an even or odd number of half cycles, the two electrons are emitted either into the same or into opposite directions [cf. the sketch in Fig. 1(f)]. As due to momentum conservation, the He\(^{2+}\) ion momentum is the negative sum of the two electron momenta \(\vec{p}_{\text{He}} = -(\vec{p}_1 + \vec{p}_2)\); this results in either a large (for emission into the same direction) or a smaller sum momentum (for emission into opposite directions), which is the reason for the appearance of the two ring segments in the measured distributions in Figs. 1(a) and 1(b). Two situations that lead to a sum momentum within two different ring segments, marked by A and B, are shown in Fig. 1(f). The situation marked by C leads to a sum momentum pointing into a direction almost perpendicular to those of situations A and B. Such a sum momentum has not been observed in experiments so far. We will return to this situation below.

**Sub-cycle ionization structures**

As the ionization rate exhibits a peak every laser half cycle [cf. Fig. 1(e)], for multicycle pulses electron emission may take place over many laser cycles. Thus, even though in intense laser pulses the first emission step due to ionization saturation may happen within only a short time window on the rising edge of the laser pulse and therewith the momentum of the first electron is fixed to roughly 5 a.u. [see the insets of Figs. 1(a)–1(d)], the multicycle emission structure of the second electron that is emitted at higher field strengths should actually give rise to several ring segments [42]. However, as for long pulses the pulse envelope and therefore \(\vec{p}_z\) (blue and red curves in Fig. 2) between different half cycles becomes larger and the sub-cycle emission structures should become observable. Indeed, for a pulse duration of 5.8 fs a third pair of segments at small momenta becomes visible in the He\(^{2+}\) momentum distribution [Fig. 1(c)]. Now, if the pulse duration is further decreased by merely \(<\sim 1\) fs to 4.5 fs, the ion momentum distribution changes dramatically and this third segment at small ion momenta becomes the dominant structure.

To understand this dramatic change at the short-pulse limit, we measured the He\(^{2+}\) momentum distributions for various laser peak intensities from \(6 \times 10^{15}\) to \(1.5 \times 10^{16}\) W/cm\(^2\) for a constant pulse duration of 4.5 fs (see Fig. 2). As can be seen, already for an intensity slightly higher than the one used in Fig. 1 [8 \(\times 10^{15}\) W/cm\(^2\), Fig. 2(b)], a nearly homogeneous ring becomes visible in between the low-momentum structure of Fig. 2(a) and the high-momentum ring segment of Figs. 1(a)–1(c). With further increasing intensity the innermost peaks (almost) vanish and the central ring fades into the ring structures.
FIG. 3. (a) Measured He$^{2+}$ momentum distributions in the polarization plane of near-circularly-polarized laser pulses (ellipticity $E_\perp/E_\parallel = 0.95$) with a constant FWHM pulse duration of 4.5 fs and a peak intensity of $10 \times 10^{15}$ W/cm$^2$ for different values of the CEP (as indicated in the panels). (b) Momentum distribution resulting when the distributions from (a) are integrated over all values of the CEP [which results in the distribution in Fig. 2(d), here reproduced for reference purposes]. (c) Corresponding momentum distribution simulated by the CTMC method (see the text for details). (d) and (e) Measured and simulated momentum distributions from (b) and (c), respectively, along the (d) $p_z$ and (e) $p_x$ directions, with the other directions integrated over. (f) and (g) The CEP dependence of the (f) measured and (g) simulated momentum distributions along $p_z$ (with all other directions integrated over).

segments of Figs. 1(a) and 1(b). The feature thus only appears for very short pulses and only in a certain intensity regime. In order to understand its origin one needs to obtain insight into the two-electron emission dynamics taking place on a laser-subcycle time scale, as we will show in the following.

IV. SUB-CYCLE MAPPING OF TWO-ELECTRON EMISSION DYNAMICS

Sub-cycle and even sub-half-cycle temporal resolution is obtained if the different contributions to the He$^{2+}$ momentum distribution from the separate half-cycle ionization bursts can be disentangled. As we will show, the separate bursts and their attosecond evolution can be clearly identified in the CEP-resolved He$^{2+}$ momentum distributions, exemplarily shown in Fig. 3(a) for the strongly structured He$^{2+}$ momentum distribution from Fig. 2(d), which for reference is reproduced also in Fig. 3(b). Figures 3(d) and 3(e) show the CEP-integrated momentum distribution along $p_z$ and $p_x$, respectively, in comparison with simulations (see the discussion below). Animated versions of the CEP-resolved momentum distributions in Fig. 3(a) and of the corresponding ones for He$^+$ are provided in the Supplemental Material [46]. It can be seen that the He$^{2+}$ momentum distributions for a given CEP consist of two spirals, one coiling counterclockwise from the center outward and the other one coiling clockwise. The changes of the momentum distribution along $p_z$ with the CEP are plotted in Fig. 3(f). This figure clearly shows the alternation of the two-electron emission along $p_z$ with the CEP. The asymmetry of two-electron emission due to the asymmetric field shape of the short laser pulses is thus unambiguously mapped into the momentum distributions. The spirals in Fig. 3 hence reflect the rotating evolution of the laser field vector in the polarization plane, which for a center wavelength of 750 nm rotates over $2\pi$ within 2.5 fs. The rotation of the field vector thus establishes an attosecond timing reference in the angular direction [21]. It is this timing reference that we will now exploit to find the emission times $t_1$ and $t_2$ of the first and second electrons from the measured He$^{2+}$ momentum distributions in Fig. 3(a).

To understand the origin of each of the structures (peaks and segments) in Fig. 3, we will now compare the measured momentum distributions to those obtained from simulations using the classical-trajectory Monte Carlo (CTMC) method. Recently, it was shown that this method gives good agreement for the CEP-integrated multiple ionization of neon with 35-fs-long elliptically polarized laser pulses [29]. Details on the method and its implementation can be found in Ref. [29]. In short, the simulations assume a strictly sequential double-ionization dynamics with no interaction between the two emitted electrons. Likewise, the influence of the ion’s Coulomb potential on the emitted electrons is neglected. Both electron release events are assumed to take place strictly by tunneling with a rate given by tunnel ionization models [43,44]. Barrier suppression is taken into account empirically as described in Ref. [40]. Ionization saturation and laser focus intensity averaging are fully accounted for by assuming a beam geometry with the same parameters as in the experiments. Momentum distributions obtained by the CTMC simulations are shown in Figs. 3 and 4 in direct comparison with measured distributions.
Assignment of ionization bursts

Using the momentum distributions obtained with the CTMC model, the segments and peaks in the He$^{2+}$ momentum distributions in Fig. 3 can be assigned to a certain two-electron emission dynamics. This is demonstrated in Fig. 4 for the two momentum distributions from Fig. 3 with CEP values 0 [Figs. 4(a)–4(d)] and $\pi/2$ [Figs. 4(e)–4(h)]. Figures 4(a) and 4(e) show $|E(t)|^2$ (gray) and the ionization rates for the emission of the first (red) and second (blue) electrons, respectively. While due to ionization saturation the first electron release takes place during less than one optical cycle at the rising edge of the pulse, the second, more strongly bound electron is mainly released around the pulse maximum. Thus, all ionization dynamics takes place within less than two optical cycles. The evolution of the vector potential in the laser polarization plane, where time increases from light to dark, is shown in Figs. 4(b) and 4(f). Figures 4(c), 4(d), 4(g), and 4(h) show the measured He$^{2+}$ momentum distributions in comparison with the corresponding simulated ones obtained using the CTMC model. For this comparison the constant CEP offset value, which arises in our experimental scheme and is mentioned above, could be easily calibrated without ambiguity because of the many peaks and segments in the He$^{2+}$ momentum distributions. Once the CEP offset was calibrated, it was kept for all simulations.

The measured and simulated distributions agree very well in the main structures, but there are subtle differences between them. We will discuss these differences below. First, we will describe how each peak in the momentum distributions can be assigned to a specific two-electron emission dynamics. To see this, we label each half cycle of the electric-field oscillations and the corresponding ionization bursts with a number. Then, by using the relation $\vec{p}_{He^{2+}} = -[\vec{p}_e(t_1) + \vec{p}_e(t_2)]$ visualized in Fig. 1 we can identify each possible combination of ionization bursts for the first and second electrons in the measured and simulated momentum distributions. Because ionization of the first electron quickly saturates and emission of the second electron is confined to a narrow time window around the peak of the laser pulse, the possible combinations of half cycles that can lead to a certain segment in the momentum distributions is very limited and thus this assignment can in most cases be done unambiguously. The peaks in the momentum distributions correspond to combinations when both ionization rates of the first and second electrons show a (relative) maximum. The extended spiral-shaped segments reflect two-electron emission taking place over more than one half cycle.

To exemplify the assignment of the ionization bursts let us discuss three specific cases. The first example is the segment on the left side of the momentum distributions (around $p_z = -12$ a.u.) for a CEP of zero. This segment is caused when the first electron is released during half cycle 2 and the second electron exactly one optical cycle later (half cycle 4). For both half cycles the vector of the laser vector potential points in the negative $p_z$ direction. Thus, $\vec{p}_e(t_1) = -\vec{A}(t_1)$ and $\vec{p}_e(t_2) = -\vec{A}(t_2)$ add up to the large negative recoil momentum along $p_z$ for the He$^{2+}$ ion. The second example is the two strong peaks in the center for a CEP of $\pi/2$ at $p_z \approx -2$ a.u. and $p_z \approx 6$ a.u. These correspond to the strongest peaks 3 and 4 in the ionization of the second electron. Because the He$^{2+}$ momentum is small, the momentum vectors of the first and second electrons must point in approximately opposite directions such that their sum momentum is a small value. Therefore, these peaks can be unambiguously identified as two-electron emission during the half cycles 2 and 3 (for $p_z \approx -2$ a.u.) and half cycles 1 and 4.
(for $p_z \approx 6$ a.u.). As a last example we discuss a segment that cannot be assigned unambiguously, namely, the one around $p_z \approx 3$ a.u. for a CEP of zero. This strong segment can be due to two-electron emission during half cycles 2 and 3 or during 2 and 5, respectively. The reason for the ambiguity is that for a CEP of zero the laser electric field is symmetric about the pulse peak. Therefore, contributions from half cycles 3 and 5 cannot be distinguished.

V. DISCUSSION OF THE TWO-ELECTRON EMISSION DYNAMICS

The assignment of the structures in the CEP-resolved He$^{2+}$ momentum distributions to a certain sequential double-ionization dynamics demonstrated in Fig. 4 reveals a clear trend for the relative timing of the two-electron emission events: Double-ionization events for which the two electrons are emitted with a delay of around one or two laser cycles $T$ or $2T$ lead to the largest $p_z = \sqrt{p_x^2 + p_y^2}$ visible in the measured He$^{2+}$ momentum distributions in Fig. 2. Still larger $p_z$ would result from two-electron emissions that take place within the same half cycle with a near-zero delay (cf. Fig. 1). We can therefore conclude that in our experiments we do not observe such double-ionization dynamics. If the two electrons are emitted with a delay of one half cycle $T/2$, they give rise to segments with small $p_z$. Two-electron emission events for which the delay is 1.5$T$ finally lead to intermediate $p_z$ values, in between those corresponding to $T$ and $T/2$. In the following we will discuss two interesting cases of double-ionization dynamics that are revealed by our experiments.

A. Laser-subcycle two-electron emission

From the viewpoint of electron correlation effects, very interesting double-ionization dynamics are those where the two electrons are emitted with a small delay below one laser period $T$. As explained above, delays around $T/2$ lead to structures with small $p_z$ values. Peaks and segments with a small $p_z \approx 3$ a.u. can be seen in Fig. 3 for all CEP values, but the intensity and positions of these structures vary with the CEP. These variations of the low-energy peak are particularly pronounced along the $p_z$ direction as shown in Fig. 3(f). The events forming this peak at small $p_z$ raise important questions: Do they carry information on the decay of the ground state initiated by the first ionization step, as sketched in the Introduction? Are these electron pairs correlated with each other and, if so, to what degree?

A comparison of the measured distributions with those simulated by the CTMC method [cf. Figs. 3(b)–3(g)] shows that the segments with the small $p_z \approx 3$ a.u. are narrower and weaker in the simulated distributions. This is interesting, since most of the other structures are quite satisfactorily reproduced by the simulations. Furthermore, for neon the same CTMC model could successfully reproduce the measured CEP-integrated momentum distributions in the multicycle regime with high precision [29]. Thus, it seems that either the case of helium or the very short pulse duration used here causes the model to partially break down. One of the reasons for this can be the neglected correlation between the two electrons [42].

However, there are a number of other possibilities that can lead to a discrepancy between the measured and simulated momentum distributions, such as the neglect of the influence of the ion’s Coulomb potential or subtle differences between the laser fields used in the experiment and those assumed in the simulations. Such differences could be, for example, a (small) residual chirp or a different pulse shape. In particular, in our experiments we cannot exclude the existence of a (weak) prepulse, which is easily generated during spectral broadening of our pulses by nonlinear pulse propagation in the hollow core fiber filled with neon gas. Such a prepulse would not be noticed in our experiments as we estimate the duration of our pulses from the asymmetry of the ATI electron spectra measured with the phase meter (see Sec. II). These spectra are insensitive to a weak prepulse as long as the highest electron energies beyond the $2U_p$ cutoff, with $U_p$ the ponderomotive potential [47], are generated by the stronger main pulse.

To investigate whether the discrepancy could be caused by a prepulse, we performed a series of simulations with laser pulses that exhibit different third-order variations of the spectral phase. Additionally, we also varied the second-order phase, the peak intensity, and the bandwidth-limited duration of the laser pulses. While the overall shapes of the momentum distributions do not critically depend on variations of these quantities within reasonable ranges around the values used in the measurements, we find that the relative intensities of certain peaks can vary notably with the pulse parameters, in particular in the CEP-resolved distributions. The segments at small $p_z \approx 3$ a.u. that correspond to laser-subcycle two-electron emission events and are considerably narrower and weaker in the CEP-integrated simulated distributions in Fig. 3 are enhanced in the latter distributions if a slightly shorter bandwidth-limited pulse duration is assumed. Furthermore, already for small second-order chirp the inner ring becomes weaker. Thus, the pulses used in the experiment might have been even slightly shorter than 4.5 fs and were essentially at their bandwidth-limited duration. In contrast, the assumption of the presence of a third-order phase variation and therewith a prepulse can, for certain values of the CEP, enhance these peaks in the CEP-resolved distributions shown in Fig. 4. Yet the agreement between measured and simulated CEP-integrated momentum distributions (Fig. 3) becomes worse if third-order chirp is assumed in the simulations. A detailed account of these extensive simulations is, however, well beyond the scope of the current paper and will be given elsewhere [41]. Also, it will be interesting to further investigate the reasons for the appearance of the strong laser-subcycle double-ionization features revealed by our experiments by more elaborate numerical models than the CTMC method.

Important insight into the two-electron emission dynamics underlying the features with small $p_z$ can be drawn based on the experimentally obtained dependence of the He$^{2+}$ momentum distributions on the laser pulse parameters. It can be seen in Figs. 1 and 2 that laser-subcycle double-ionization events are strongly (relatively) enhanced for the shortest pulse duration (cf. Fig. 1) and for small, rather than large, peak intensity (cf. Fig. 2). Both observations can be intuitively understood: For long pulses ionization can proceed over several laser half cycles. However, as the pulse duration gets shorter, the half cycles with the highest ionization rate will
move closer to the laser pulse peak. Thus, also the delay between the two ionization bursts during which the two electrons are emitted will get smaller, until at a very short pulse duration the two electrons are both emitted during a single laser cycle only. The two ionization events will thus be squeezed in time by the short laser pulse envelope.

High pulse intensity, however, counteracts this squeezing mechanism, as the first ionization event becomes saturated already at the rising edge of the laser pulse. The first electron is thus emitted earlier the higher the peak intensity is. As long as the intensity is low enough such that the ionization of the second electron is not saturated, the second electron emission will always take place around the pulse peak. Thus, for a given pulse duration the delay between the two increases with peak intensity. For small intensity and short pulse duration, on the other hand, saturation of the first ionization step is suppressed until shortly before or until the pulse peak.

Therefore, for relatively small laser intensities the ionization rates of the first and second electron show a significant overlap and emission during a single laser cycle is likely. This can be clearly seen in Fig. 2 by the relative increase of the segments with $p_r \approx 3$ a.u. for decreasing peak intensity, which shows a maximum for the smallest intensity in Fig. 2(a). Naturally, the absolute value of the double-ionization probability decreases with decreasing peak intensity (cf. the different intensity scales in Fig. 2). Our experiments thus show that the relative timing in sequential double ionization can be controlled by pulse duration and intensity. Future experiments and simulations aimed at investigating the correlation of the two electrons should thus study the sequential double-ionization process for low intensity and very short pulse durations.

B. Laser-asynchronous two-electron emissions

The second interesting feature in the $\text{He}^{2+}$ momentum distributions that we would like to discuss is the closed-ring structure at intermediate $p_r \approx 7$ a.u. values that appears for not too high intensities [Figs. 2(a)–2(d), marked by arrows in the figures] and a very short pulse duration. This closed-ring structure is weak for small intensities [cf. Fig. 2(a)] and gradually opens up and turns into ring segments with identical $p_r$ for both high peak intensity [cf. Figs. 2(e)–2(h)] and longer pulse duration [cf. Figs. 1(a)–1(c)]. Figure 3(a) shows how the closed-ring structure is formed in the CEP-integrated distributions: Contributions to the ring structure are clearly visible as parts of a spiral at $p_r \approx 7$ a.u. for almost all CEP values. These spirals add up to the closed-ring structure in the CEP-integrated momentum distribution shown in Fig. 3(b).

The uniform angular intensity distribution of the ring structure is distinctly different from that of those structures that are due to double-ionization events with delays $T/2$ ($p_r \approx 3$ a.u.) and $T/2T$ ($p_r \approx 12$ a.u.). The ionization events forming those structures take place strictly synchronized with the laser field oscillations at its peaks and are thus emitted when the laser field vector points along the main axis of the polarization ellipse, which results in segments rather than rings. Likewise, those parts of the closed-ring structures that are situated in between the peaks at $p_r \approx 3$ a.u. and $p_r \approx 12$ a.u. along the main axis of the polarization ellipse are also caused by ionization events taking place at the peaks of the laser field oscillations with delays around $1.5T$ [see Figs. 4(c) and 4(d)]. Thus, the double-ionization events causing those parts of the ring structures marked by arrows in Fig. 2 obviously exhibit a different sensitivity on the ellipticity of the laser field than the strictly synchronized emission events. To obtain a ring structure, the sum momentum of the two electrons $\vec{p}_{\text{He}^{2+}} = -[\vec{p}_1(t_1) + \vec{p}_2(t_2)]$ must point in a direction roughly orthogonal to that of all other structures. One possibility for this could be pronounced Coulomb effects between the electrons and the ion and/or among the two electrons such that an almost $90^\circ$ rotation of the emission directions of the two electrons is caused. Another possibility is that the two electrons are emitted at instants that are not strictly separated by exactly two or three laser half cycles but rather by odd values in the range of approximately $0.7T$–$1.8T$ (e.g., $1.3T$, but not too close to $1T$ and $1.5T$). This also leads to a rotated sum momentum direction of the two electrons, as visualized by situation C in Fig. 1(f). Thus, the double-ionization events that form the ring structure might be caused by emissions in between the peaks of the laser oscillations, i.e., asynchronously to the laser field peaks.

Either way, strong Coulomb rotation or asynchronous emission, so far such two-electron emission has not been observed in experiments. One reason for this might be that so far all experiments that were investigating sequential double-ionization dynamics, e.g., Refs. [21,24–26,29,48], were performed with pulses that consisted of multiple laser cycles. However, our measurements show that the clear ring structure with an almost homogeneous angular intensity distribution can only be observed for very short sub-two-cycle pulses. This becomes clear by comparison of the momentum distributions measured for longer pulses (Fig. 1) with those obtained with the short pulses (Fig. 2). As mentioned above, from Fig. 2 it also becomes clear that the contributions of these events is most pronounced for not too high intensities. Thus, the emission dynamics underlying the closed-ring structures takes place most effectively for the same laser pulse parameters as the sub-cycle emissions discussed in the previous section.

A double-ionization dynamics where either the first or the second or both electrons are emitted in between the laser field peaks is in principal in full accord with conventional tunnel ionization caused by nearly circularly polarized laser pulses, as can be inferred from the significant ionization rate in between the peaks of the laser field [see blue lines in Figs. 4(a) and 4(e)]. For the high ellipticity achieved in our experiments electrons are thus released with high probability also in between the field maxima and thus can lead to ion momenta pointing into the direction perpendicular to the main emission axis, as visualized by situation C in Fig. 1(f). However, the CTMC simulations based on this evolution of the ionization rate slightly underestimate the closed-ring structures as compared to the experimental observation [compare, for example, Figs. 3(b) and 3(c)]. Either this is due to a process that is not incorporated in the CTMC model, such as the Coulomb interaction, or this is caused by a slight deviation of the experimental pulse parameters from the idealized ones assumed in the simulations. Further numerical investigations performed with the aim of understanding this slight discrepancy and the double-ionization dynamics leading to the closed-ring structure are left for future study [41].
VI. CONCLUSION

We have reported momentum-resolved data on the double ionization of helium with intense, close-to-circularly-polarized laser pulses. The momentum distributions of $\text{He}^{2+}$ in the laser polarization plane obtained with sub-two-cycle laser pulses with a known carrier-envelope offset phase show rich structure and a strong dependence on the duration, peak intensity, and CEP of the pulses. By comparison with classical trajectory Monte Carlo simulations that have been shown to model multiple ionization of neon with multicycle-long elliptically polarized laser pulses very well [29], we are able to assign the experimentally observed CEP-resolved momentum structures to certain two-electron emission dynamics. Thus, we succeed in resolving the different contributions of the half-cycle ionization bursts [42] to the overall momentum distribution. This achievement, on the one hand, reveals two interesting cases of two-electron emission dynamics and, on the other hand, allows us to study in detail their dependence on pulse intensity and duration. The first interesting finding is that for the shortest laser pulses and for relatively low peak intensity the two electrons are emitted most probably with a mere delay of about one laser half cycle. The second notable finding is that for few-cycle pulses the two electrons may also be emitted very likely in between the peaks of the electric-field oscillations. Both features are, on a large scale, reproduced by the CTMC simulations. Deviations on a finer scale might be due to a neglect of Coulomb interactions and/or due to simplified assumptions regarding the laser pulse parameters in the simulations. Additional numerical investigations with more realistic pulse parameters are underway [41].
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